Chapter 2
State-of-the-Art Review

A distributed system is a collection of autonomous computers connected via a communication network. There is no common memory and processes to communicate through message passing. In many applications, there are critical operations that should not be performed by different processes concurrently. It may sometimes be required that a typical resource is used by only one process at a time. This gives rise to the problem of mutual exclusion. Mutual exclusion (ME) is crucial for the design of distributed systems.

Due to lack of a common shared memory, the problem of ME becomes much more complex in the case of distributed systems as compared to the centralized systems. It needs special treatment. A number of algorithms have been introduced to solve the ME problem in distributed systems. A good distributed mutual exclusion (DME) algorithm, besides providing ME, should take care that there are no deadlocks and starvation does not occur (Fig. 2.1).

The existing DME algorithms typically follow either a token-based [1–4] or a permission-based [1, 5, 6] approach.

2.1 Definitions of Terminologies

Let us first define the terminologies that we have used in this book. The following definitions clearly mark the scope of each keyword in the context of this book.

**Fairness of token-based Algorithms**

The definition of fairness that we follow here implies that if the token holder $P_{\text{hold}}$ receives a token request from some arbitrary process $A$ ahead of the same from some other process $B$, then the algorithm ensures that after $P_{\text{hold}}$ releases the token, process $A$ gets it ahead of process $B$. 
Liveness
The liveness property implies that any process \( A \) that requests for the token must get it eventually.

Safety
A mutual exclusion algorithm is safe if it ensures that no two processes would enter the critical section simultaneously.

Correctness
The correctness of a control algorithm is a combination of the liveness along with safety. A control algorithm is correct if it confirms to both liveness and safety aspects. Correctness of an algorithm implies that it should perform correct action and should avoid performing wrong actions. In case of a distributed control algorithm even the former aspect may be difficult to ensure because processes at which control actions are performed lack a global view of the system and its control data.

Conflict Between Priority Processing and Liveness
The definitions of priority-based fairness and liveness are directly in conflict with one another. Let’s assume that a process \( P_A \), with a low priority, requests for the token first. After \( P_A \)’s request, other processes \( P_B, P_C, \ldots, P_N \) all with priorities higher than that of \( P_A \), place their requests for the token. In order to ensure the priority-based fairness defined above, all the processes \( P_B, P_C, \ldots, P_N \) would receive the token ahead of \( P_A \). In fact, process \( P_A \) will never get the token if there is some pending token request from a higher priority process, irrespective of its time of the request. In this situation, the property of liveness is violated. The same had been the major limitation for one of our earlier works, MRA-P [7]. In our attempt to propose a solution that would strike the balance between priority-based fairness and liveness
as defined above, we introduce to dynamically upgrade priorities of token requesting processes.

**Priority-based fairness**

We assume that the processes have some pre-assigned priorities. It may be desirable to consider the priority of a process while handling the token requests from those. This implies that if the token request from a higher priority process \( A \) is pending, then the token must not be allotted to processes having priority lower than that of \( A \). Taking into account the priority aspect, we therefore revise the above definition of fairness with a stronger definition below.

The revised definition of priority-based fairness implies that the token must be allocated to some process \( A \) such that among all the processes having priority equal to that of \( A \), the token request from \( A \) has reached \( P_{\text{hold}} \) ahead of others and there is no pending token request from any other process \( B \) having priority higher than that of \( A \).

**Dynamic Process Priority**

In our attempt to propose a solution that would strike the balance between priority-based fairness and liveness as defined above, we introduce to dynamically upgrade priorities of processes waiting in the queue for the token after placing the token request. The initial proposal had been somewhat like the following:

**Example**

When the token-holding process, say \( A \), finds a token request from another process \( B \) with priority \( r \) and it is found that \( r \) is higher than the priority \( t \) for some previous process \( C \) whose token request is already stored in the request queue called path list of \( A \), i.e., \( PL_A \), then priority of process \( C \) is increased by 1 to \( t + 1 \). The list in \( A \) is re-constructed with this increased process priority for \( C \).

The revised value of priority would be updated in the appropriate sorted sequence of pending requests maintained in the \( P_{\text{hold}} \), the token-holding process. The motivation behind such a solution was to elevate the priority of a process \( A \) every time some higher priority process \( B \) supersedes \( A \) by virtue of its higher priority value. This would make sure that even a token request from the otherwise lowest priority process would eventually be satisfied as the priority itself changes dynamically. After a process gets the token, it enters the critical section. As it comes out of the critical section, the priority of a process is reset to its original value.

We explain this solution in Fig. 2.2 with three processes \( A, B, \) and \( C \) with priority values 4, 4, and 3, respectively. Process \( C \) of priority 3 places the first request
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for the token. It stores the 2-tuple in $PL_C$, i.e., $PL_C = <C, 3>$. This request goes to root process $A$ from $C$ using 2-tuple $<C, 3>$. Process $A$ in root stores the 2-tuple in $PL_A$ as $<C, 3>$. Process $B$ now places the second token request. Here $PL_B = <B, 4>$. Process $B$ sends the request to $A$. Root process $A$ finds that process $B$ has a higher priority and hence places $<B, 4>$ ahead of $<C, 3>$ in $PL_A$. However, as introduced in rule 1 earlier in this section, the priority of process $C$ would increase by 1, i.e., the 2-tuple modifies as $<C, 4>$. According to priority, process $A$ arranges the 2-tuples $<C, 4>$ and $<B, 4>$ into $PL_A$. The 2-tuple for $C$ is placed ahead of that for $B$ as the updated priority of $C$ and that of last requesting process $B$ are same while the request from $C$ is older than that of $B$. The $PL_A$ becomes $\{<C, 4>, <B, 4>\}$.

In order to improve our solution to ensure liveness and also to minimize the data structure maintained in the processes, the dynamic update of the process priority is done only on the request list maintained in the token-holding process.

### 2.2 Token-Based ME Algorithms

A token is an abstract object which represents a privilege to perform some special operation. Only a process possessing a token can perform these operations; other processes cannot. A token can be passed between processes during operation of the system. This way a privilege can be shared among processes. A single token is shared among all processes in the system and the process which holds it has the exclusive right of executing the critical section (CS). The token represents the privilege to enter a CS. Since single token exists in the system safety of the algorithm is obvious. A process wishing to enter a CS must obtain the token and the token is eventually transferred to the requesting process. The token-based approaches overcome this problem and offer solutions at a lower communication cost, faster than the non-token-based algorithms. But they are deadlock prone and their resilience to failures is poor [8]. If the process holding the token fails, complex token regeneration protocols have to be executed, and when this process recovers, it has to undergo a recovery phase during which it is informed that the token it was holding prior to its failure has been invalidated. Fair scheduling of token among competing processes, detecting the loss of token and regenerating a unique token are some of the major design issues of the token-based ME algorithm.

There exist different ME algorithms for message passing distributed systems [1, 5, 9–13]. Some of these algorithms have been fine-tuned to suit the needs of real-time systems in [2, 8, 14, 15]. One of the earlier algorithms for group mutual exclusion (GME) [9, 16–18] was given by Joung in [17]. Later, he proposed two algorithms RA1 and RA2 based on Ricart–Agrawala algorithm [14] to ensure ME for message passing systems [11]. There are several token-based algorithms for ME in distributed systems [19–23]. Mittal–Mohan algorithm [9] considers the concept of priority. In Mittal–Mohan algorithm a requesting process cannot assign priority to a request. Raymond has designed an efficient token-based ME algorithm. Raymond’s algorithm [8] assumes an inverted tree topology. One major limitation
of Raymond’s algorithm is the lack of fairness in the sense that a token request that is generated at a later instance may be granted ahead of a previous request.

A DME algorithm is static if it does not remember the history of CS execution. In static algorithms, nodes need not keep information about the current state of the system. In Raymond’s [12] token-based mutual exclusion algorithm, requests are set over a static spanning tree of the network, toward the token holder. This logical topology is similar to that of Housn and Trehel’s approach [5].

In dynamic algorithms, processes keep track of the current state of the system and the algorithm has a built-in mechanism to make a decision on the basis of this knowledge. Using dynamic approach, a number of solutions have been proposed for prioritized mutual exclusion in a distributed system. Some of these approaches impose a higher message passing overhead.

In broadcast-based algorithms, no such structure is assumed and the requesting process sends message to other processes in parallel, i.e., the message is broadcasted. Suzuki and Kasami proposed a broadcast algorithm [11], in which each process $S_i$ keeps an array of integers $R_{Ni}[1...N]$, where $R_{Ni}[j]$ is the largest sequence number received so far from $S_j$. In Suzuki–Kazami algorithm, 0 or $N$ messages are sent per critical section executed and synchronization delay is 0 or $T$. In Naimi and Thiare [24] implemented the causal ordering in Suzuki–Kazami token-based algorithm in a distributed system. Based on Suzuki–Kazami algorithm, Singhal [21] proposed a heuristically aided algorithm that uses state information to more accurately guess the location of the token. The maximum number of messages required by these algorithms is of the order of the total number of nodes in the system.

An interesting algorithm has been proposed in [25] by extending Naimi–Trehel token-based algorithm [24] that reduces the cost of latency and numbers of messages exchanged between far hosts. The work is on hierarchical proxy-based approach for aggregation of request and permission for token by closed hosts. In [26], another hierarchical token-based algorithm is proposed to solve the GME [Group Mutual Exclusion] problem in cellular wireless networks. They claim that the algorithm is the first GME algorithm for cellular networks. In [27], a rooted tree named “open-cube” is introduced that has noteworthy stability and locality properties, allowing the algorithm to achieve good performances and high tolerance to node failures. In [28], a token-based mutual exclusion algorithm is proposed for arbitrary topologies. This algorithm makes use of the network topology and site information held by each node to achieve an optimal performance. It reduces the delay in accessing the CS by allowing the token to service the requesting site which falls en route its destination. In [29], an algorithm, called “Awareness”, is proposed that aims at reducing the maximum response time whereas the number of priority violations remains low. The objective is to both postpone priority increments and prevent low priorities from increasing too fast. However, in this case, the response time of low priorities may considerably increase. In [30], the proposed algorithm
can reduce the number of the messages exchanged by 40% when the traffic is light compared with Suzuki and Kasami’s algorithm [11]. In [31], a general algorithm is proposed which can represent non-token-based algorithms known as information structure distributed mutual exclusion algorithms (ISDME). The work also introduced a new deadlock-free ISDME algorithm (DF-ISDME) which operates on a restricted class of information structures. DF-ISDME allows deadlock-free solutions for a wider class of information structure topologies than Maekawa algorithms (DF-Maekawa). In [32], an algorithm has been designed which uses a distributed queue strategy and maintains alternative paths at each site to provide a high degree of fault tolerance. However, owing to these alternative paths, the algorithm must use reverse messages to avoid the occurrence of directed cycles, which may form when the directions of edges are reversed after the token passes through. In [33], research is done on a distributed mutual exclusion algorithm based on token exchange and is well suited for mobile ad hoc networks is presented along with a simulation study. A new algorithm is developed for a dynamic logical ring topology. The simulation study on a mobile ad hoc network identifies an effective reduction in the number of hops per application message. This can be achieved by using a specific policy to build the logical ring on-the-fly. In [34], they presented token based mutual exclusion algorithms to handle AND synchronization problems where each process can obtain an exclusive access to a set of resources rather than to a single resource. The message complexity of the algorithms is independent of the number of the requested resources. In [35], another hierarchical token-based algorithm is proposed to solve the GME problem in cellular wireless networks. Arguably, this could be the first GME algorithm for cellular networks. In this algorithm, a resource-starved mobile host requires very little data structure and the bulk of the computation is performed at the resource-rich base station level.

In [36], a simple protocol is proposed that ensures sequential consistency when the shared memory abstraction is supported by the local memories of nodes. It can communicate only by exchanging messages through reliable channels. In [37], a new token-based mutual exclusion algorithm is presented that uses quorum agreements. When a good quorum agreement is used, the overall performance of the algorithm compares favorably with the performance of other mutual exclusion algorithms. In [38], a token-based distributed mutual exclusion algorithm for multithreaded systems is proposed. Several per-node requests could be issued by threads running at each node. Their algorithm relies on special-purpose alien threads running at host processors on behalf of threads running at other processors. The algorithm uses a tree to route requests for the token. The work in [39] is another improvement of Suzuki and Kasami’s algorithm [11]. This is rather an extension of the work in [30] that presents a dynamic token-based mutual exclusion algorithm for distributed systems. In this algorithm, a site invoking mutual exclusion sends token request messages to a set of sites possibly holding the token as opposed to all the sites as in the algorithm proposed by Suzuki and Kasami.
2.3 Hierarchical Topology Based ME Algorithms

The processes in the system are assumed to be arranged in a logical configuration like tree, ring, etc., and messages are passed from one process to another along the edges of the logical structure imposed. Token-based algorithms use abstract system models whose control edges form convenient graph topologies. Abstract ring and tree topologies are mostly used. We focus on only tree topology. Raymond’s algorithm, MRA-P and FAPP use an abstract inverted tree as the system model. It is called an inverted tree because the control edges point toward the root, rather than away from it. $P_{\text{hold}}$ designates the process in possession of the privilege token. Raymond’s algorithm uses a spanning tree and the number of message exchanged per CS depends on the topology of the tree. An algorithm, based on a dynamic tree structure, was proposed by Trehal and Naimi [24]. The Naimi–Trehel algorithm takes into consideration a second pointer that is used when a node requests to enter CS before the previous requester leaves it. A major limitation of these two tree-based algorithms is in maintaining this strictly hierarchical logical topology. The algorithm proposed by Bernabeu-Auban and Ahamad in [12] uses path reversal. A path reversal at a node $x$ is performed as the request by node $x$ travels along the path from node $x$ to the root node. Token based mutual exclusion algorithms provide access to the CS through the maintenance of a single token that cannot simultaneously be present at more than one process in the system. Requests for critical section entry are typically directed to whichever process is the current token holder. The token-based solutions for the mutual exclusion problems have an inherent safeness property, as the requesting process must get hold of the token before it enters the critical section. The MRA-P [7] is an improvement over Raymond’s algorithm that not only overcomes the fairness problem but also handles the priority of the requesting processes [1]. The work on MRA-P has further motivated others to propose group mutual exclusion algorithms for real time systems [9]. The work, however, used too many control messages across the network. In [40], a service level agreement (SLA) aims to support quality of service (QoS) for services by a cloud provider to its client. Since applications in a cloud share resources, they build on two tree-based distributed mutual exclusion algorithms (Kanrar–Chaki algorithm [41] and Raymond’s algorithm [8]) that support the SLA concept. In [42], a good survey work is reported. This analyzes several DME algorithms according to their relative characteristics like Maekawa-type approach [43], hybrid approach etc. In [44], a logical grouping of the sites is done to form a hierarchical structure. This structure is not rigid and can be modified to achieve different performance criteria. The hybrid algorithm needs only a maximum of $2\sqrt{N} + 1$ messages where $N$ is the number of sites in the distributed system.

In [45], the work on GME deals with sharing a set of mutually exclusive resources among all $n$ processes of a network. Three new group mutual exclusion solutions are designed for tree networks. In [46], the work on DME algorithm is for Grids. Two new DME algorithms are proposed based on Naimi–Trehel token-based
algorithm [24]. These take into account latency gaps, especially those between local and remote clusters of machines.

### 2.4 Graph Topology Based ME Algorithms

Solutions for strictly hierarchical topology, e.g., tree, may not be usable for many applications. Besides, if the communication media is wireless and/or nodes are mobile as in MANET, frequent link failures may cause performance problem. Graph-based solution could be more fault-tolerant for such applications and communication media. Raymond’s algorithm [8] or MRA-P [7] assumes an inverted tree topology while Walter et al. [47] assume a dynamically re-configurable DAG structure. Raymond’s work, MRA-P or its extension in [7] are, however, not quite suitable in a wireless environment, where the topology keeps on changing due to link instability. The solution proposed in [48] works on a dynamically changing DAG structure. Their algorithm handles link failures and new link formation. However, in a constantly changing network environment, absence of cycle in the topology may not be guaranteed. Hence, a DAG based solution may not be ideal for the highly dynamic environment. Moreover, Walter’s work does not ensure fairness. In [49], a link failure resilient algorithm has been introduced for mutual exclusion on directed graph topology.

Token based algorithms for ME are proposed for the distributed environment assuming inverted tree topology [7, 8]. However, such a stable, hierarchical topology is quite unrealistic for mobile networks where link failures [10, 47, 49–54] are frequent due to node mobility. In this book, new ME algorithms have been introduced on graph topology. In [55], a new fault-tolerant distributed mutual exclusion algorithm is proposed which can tolerate an arbitrary number of node failure and the message complexity of the algorithm is relatively very low. They claimed that the algorithm functions properly when any of the cooperating nodes in the system fails. In [56], another algorithm is proposed to achieve mutual exclusion in distributed systems. This tolerates up to $t-1$ arbitrary node failures without executing any recovery procedure and requires $O(\sqrt{n})$ messages in a network of $n$ nodes. In [57], a dynamic triangular mesh protocol is proposed for mutual exclusion. Here the protocol is fault-tolerant up to $(k-1)$ site failures and communication failures in the worst case, even when such failures lead to network partitioning. In [58], a mutual exclusion mechanism is developed to ensure that isolated groups do not concurrently perform conflicting operations, when a network is partitioned. The work formalizes these mechanisms in three basic scenarios: where there is a single conflicting type of action; where there are two conflicting types, but operations of the same type do not conflict; and where there are two conflicting types, but operations of one type do not conflict among themselves.
2.5 Permission-Based ME Algorithms

In this type of ME algorithms, a process $P_k$ can enter in its critical section only after it obtains permission(s) from other processes in the system that share the same common resource in the respective critical sections. It requires rounds of message among the processes to obtain the permission to execute CS. In permission-based algorithm or symmetric algorithm, a process wishing to enter a critical section (CS) needs to consult other processes. Processes enter CS in FIFO order. Generally, priority decisions are made using time stamps. A process wishing to enter CS sends time-stamped request messages to all other processes and waits till it received a “go ahead” reply from each of them. A process receiving a request message immediately sends a “go ahead” reply if it is not interested in using the CS at present or if the received request precedes its own request in time. Otherwise, it delays its relays its reply until it has itself used the CS. A number of solutions in both the approaches have been studied. Permission-based algorithms tend to increase the network traffic significantly.

Every process has a logical clock and all request messages are time-stamped with the current value of the sender’s logical clock. Before sending a message, a process increases its logical clock and, upon reception of a message, a process updates it with the maximum between the message time-stamp value and its current value. A total ordering of request messages can thus be established based on the value of their time stamps and, if necessary, the identity of the sender process in order to break ties. In other words, a request message whose time stamp is lower than a second one has priority over it. If the time stamps are equal, the request message sent by the process with the lowest identifier has priority. In both cases, the request message with higher priority has precedence over the other one. When a process receives a request, it answers either if it is not interested in using the resource (i.e., if the process is in the idle state ($I$)) or if it is interested, but the received request message has precedence over its own request in time. Otherwise, it delays its replies until it has itself used the CS. A number of solutions in both the approaches have been studied. Permission-based algorithms tend to increase the network traffic significantly.

Permission-based mutual exclusion algorithms exchange messages to determine which process can access the CS next. As for example, Lamports’ algorithm [5] is a symmetric, permission-based algorithm that requires $3 \times (N - 1)$ messages to provide mutual exclusion. The permission-based algorithm proposed by Ricart and Agrawala, reduced the number of required messages to $2 \times (N - 1)$ messages per critical section entry [14]. In another work, Carvalho and Roucairol [13] were able to reduce the number of messages to be between 0 and $2 \times (N - 1)$ and Sanders [22] gave a theory of information structure to design mutual exclusion algorithms. An information structure describes which processes maintain information about what other processes, and from which processes a process must request information before entering the CS. Singhal’s heuristic algorithm [23] guarantees some degree of fairness but is not completely fair, as a lower priority request can execute CS before a higher priority request if the higher priority request is delayed. The
algorithm has defined different criteria for fairness. Mueller [2] introduced a prioritized token-based mutual exclusion algorithm. In many of the solutions, the fairness criterion is considered to be equivalent to the priority, i.e., a job that arrives early is defined as a higher priority job [24]. In [50], Sil and Das introduced a new energy efficient mutual exclusion algorithm for a mobile ad hoc network. The whole network is hierarchically clustered to get a logical tree structure of the network. They addressed the issue of mobility of nodes extensively. In [3], Saxena and Rai present a survey of various permission-based distributed mutual exclusion algorithms and their comparative performance. Permission-based algorithms can be further subdivided into coterie-based algorithms and voting-based algorithms.

A coterie is a nonempty set with a collection of elements satisfying two conditions: the minimal condition and intersection property. The elements of a coterie form overlapping quorum groups or quorum sets or just quorums. If a process wants to perform an operation in the CS, it must obtain permission from each and every process of the quorum to which the process belongs. The candidate process may belong to two or more quorums. It has to get permission from each member of the overlapping quorums. Since a process grants permission to only one process at a time and since any two quorums in a coterie have at least one process in common, mutual exclusion, i.e., safety property is guaranteed [59]. In [60], the primary aim is to investigate the use of a gossip protocol to an ME algorithm to cope with scalability and fault-tolerant problems in cloud computing systems. They present a gossip-based mutual exclusion algorithm for cloud computing systems with dynamic membership behavior. In [61], an algorithm called prioritizable adaptive distributed mutual exclusion (PADME) is proposed to meet the need for differentiated services between applications for file systems and other shared resources in a public cloud. In [62], a hybrid distributed mutual exclusion algorithm is designed that uses Singhal’s dynamic information structure algorithm [21] as the local algorithm to minimize time delay and Maekawa’s algorithm [43] as the global algorithm to minimize message traffic. In [63], the author presents an $\mathcal{N}$-process local-spin mutual exclusion algorithm, based on non-atomic reads and writes. Each process performs $\Theta(\log N)$ remote memory references to enter and exit its critical section. In [64], authors present a distributed algorithm for solving the GME problem based on the notion of surrogate-quorum. Intuitively, they use the quorum that has been successfully locked by a request as a surrogate to service other compatible requests for the same type of critical section. In [65], an interesting algorithm based on GME is for the philosophers to ensure that a philosopher attempting to attend a forum will eventually succeed, while at the same time encourage philosophers interested in the same forum to be in the meeting room simultaneously. Another approach, based on the work in [64] offers a high degree of concurrency of $n$, where $n$ is the number of processes in the system [66]. The algorithm can adapt without performance penalties to dynamic changes in the number of groups. In [67], an FCFS group mutual exclusion algorithm is introduced that uses only $\Theta(N)$ bounded shared registers. They also present a reduction that transforms any “abortable” FCFS mutual exclusion algorithm $M$ into a GME algorithm $G$. Thus, different group mutual exclusion algorithms can be obtained by
instantiating $M$ with different abortable FCFS mutual exclusion algorithms. In [68], Vidyasankar introduced a situation where philosophers with the same interest can attend a forum in a meeting room, and up to $k$ meeting rooms are available. In [69], a class of Maekawa-type mutual exclusion algorithms [43] is presented that is free from deadlocks and do not exchange additional messages to resolve deadlocks.

In [70], a new quorum generation algorithm has been presented. A symmetric quorum can be generated based on this algorithm and the size of the quorum is about $2\sqrt{N}$. This distributed mutual exclusion algorithm has reduced the message complexity of Maekawa-type distributed mutual exclusion algorithm $m$ messages, $m$ is the quorum size. In [71], an analysis is done on the shared memory requirements for implementing ME of $N$ asynchronous parallel processes in a model where the only primitive communication mechanism is a general test-and-set operation on a single shared variable. In [72], the concept of coterie is extended to $k$-coterie for $k$ entries to a critical section. A structure named Cohorts is proposed to construct quorums in a $k$-coterie. The solution is resilient to node failures and/or network partitioning and has a low communication cost. In [73], a surfiical quorum system for GME is presented. The surfiical quorum system is geometrically evident and so it is easy to construct. It also has a nice structure based on which a truly distributed algorithm for GME can be obtained, and loads of processes can be minimized.

### 2.6 Voting-Based ME Algorithms

In voting-based algorithm, a decision is taken based on voting. Unlike coterie-based algorithms, each and every process in a system of $n$ processes need not wait for permission in terms of votes from each of the remaining $n - 1$ processes in the system. Hence, the message complexity of voting-based ME algorithms is lower than the symmetric ME algorithms [74]. In voting-based algorithms, each candidate process seeking entry into CS sends request messages for votes to other processes. The votes are counted on receipt of the reply messages (votes) from various nodes. If the number of votes obtained is more than or equal to majority then the corresponding candidate process is granted access to enter its critical section. The voting schemes [75, 76] are often far from being correct as it may suffer from lack of liveness. Say, a network is partitioned and only 85% of the $n - 1$ processes are connected. If there are two requesting processes, it may lead to a scenario where both the requesting processes get more than 40% of the votes. However, none of these would achieve majority consensus. A similar situation may occur when there are more than two requesting processes even if the network is not partitioned and all 100% of the votes are cast.

Many simple majority voting schema [59, 76–83] are far from being correct as they may suffer from lack of liveness. Jajodia and Mutchler [84] proposed two generalizations of voting schemes: dynamic voting and dynamic-linear voting (i.e., dynamic voting with linear ordered copies). In dynamic voting, the number of sites necessary for carrying out an update is a function of the number of up-to-date
copies at the time of the update. In case of static algorithms, this depends on the total number of copies. Moreover, dynamic-linear voting accepts an update whenever dynamic voting does.

Rabinovich and Lazowska [78] proposed a mechanism that allows dynamic adjustment of quorum sets when quorums are defined based on a logical network structure. This improves the availability of the replica control protocols. The basic principle is to devise a rule that unambiguously imposes a desired logical structure on a given ordered set of processes. In this protocol, each node is assigned a name and all names are linearly ordered. Among all the nodes replicating a data item, a set of nodes is identified as the current epoch. At any instance, the data item may have only one current epoch associated with it.

Adam [79] also proposed a dynamic voting consistency algorithm, which is effective in environments where the majority of user requests are “read” types of requests. This algorithm also works on the majority partition would be available even if changes in the network topology take place at a higher rate than the update rate, as long as only simple partitioning takes place.

In [81], works on general voting protocol are discussed that reduces the vulnerability of the voting process to both attacks and faults. This algorithm is contrasted with the traditional two-phase commit protocols. The algorithm is applicable to exact and inexact voting in networks where atomic broadcast and predetermined message delays are present.

In [82], two dynamic voting algorithms are proposed. The “optimistic dynamic voting”, operates on possibly out-of-date information. On the other hand, “topological dynamic voting” works on the topology of the network on which the copies reside to increase the availability of the replicated data.

Paris and Long [83] proposed a dynamic voting protocol that does not need the instantaneous state information required by other dynamic voting algorithms. This algorithm also served low cost in traffic similar to that of static majority consensus voting.

In the existing literature as reviewed, no work is found that handles the situation when none of the candidate processes achieve majority consensus. The progress condition demands that at least one of the competing processes must be selected for CS execution even when majority consensus is not achieved by any process. On the other hand, the liveness property demands that all competing processes must eventually be allowed to enter the CS. Our work aims to address this gap in the existing literature and proposes a new voting-based algorithm that ensures both progress condition and safety even when no single process wins majority vote. An innovative solution introduced later in this text is also compatible with any voting mechanism that ensures liveness.

In static voting algorithm, the processes do not keep information about the current state of the system and the votes, once assigned, are not changed as the algorithm evolves [75]. Some of the earliest voting-based distributed mutual exclusion algorithms were given by Thomas [75] and Gifford [56]. This was static in nature in which the votes were fixed a priori and the distributed system is assumed to be fully connected by message passing. A process requesting to enter
the CS must obtain permission from majority of processes in distributed system; otherwise, it must not enter the CS and wait until it is allowed to enter the critical section. Xu and Bruck [80] proposed a deterministic majority voting algorithm for NMR (N Modular Redundant) systems where N computational modules execute identical tasks and they need to periodically vote on their current states. Agrawal and Abbadi [85] impose a logical structure on the set of copies of an object and develop a protocol that uses the information available in the logical structure to reduce communication requirements for read and write operations and call it “Tree Quorum Protocol”. This algorithm may be considered as a generalization of the static voting-based algorithms. However, when a distributed system is partitioned as a result of node or link failure, a static voting algorithm cannot adapt to the changing topology toward maintaining system availability. Thus, in order to avoid a hang-parliament status, it is necessary to change the paradigm to dynamic voting.

In dynamic voting algorithm, the processes keep track of the current state of the system and in the case of network partitioning, due to link or process failures, new votes may be assigned so as to make at least one partitioned group of processes active and to keep the system working [86, 87]. In this category, a distinguished partition may still have the majority of votes after next partitioning. In order to avoid data inconsistency, dynamic vote reassignment is only possible inside the distinguished partition and the votes of other partitions remain unchanged. It is due to the fact that partitions are unaware of each other. Group consensus and autonomous reassignment are two dynamic vote assignment techniques presented in [77]. In the first approach a process that firstly discovered partitioning, initiates itself as a candidate and establishes an election among the processes in its region. Then, if the majority of processes agreed on its coordination, it would announce itself as new coordinator and install a new vote reassignment such that only processes in majority partition can commit a request. Henceforth, all votes of processes will modify to new votes and mutual exclusion will be achieved in at most one partition. In the second approach, there is no centralized coordinator and each process is responsible for assigning its vote. In order to avoid each process to arbitrarily change its vote and probably compromise mutual exclusion, an approval of a certain number of processes must be obtained formerly. Autonomous reassignment is similar to group consensus except that each node is responsible for deriving its own vote. In symmetric algorithm a process wishing to enter a CS sends time-stamped request messages to all other processes and waits till it received a grant messages from each of them. The process executes CS whose time stamp is lowest like Ricart–Agrawala [14]. Singh and Bandyopadhyay [42] presents a work on mutual exclusion that ensures liveness, and correctness properties. Timed-buffer distributed voting algorithm (TB-DVA) [74] is a secure distributed voting protocol. It is unique for fault tolerance and security compared to several other distributed voting schemes. TB-DVA is a radical approach to distributed voting because it reversed the two-phase commit protocol: a commit phase (to a timed buffer) is followed by a voting phase. This conceptually simple change greatly enhances security by forcing an attacker to compromise a majority of the voters in order to corrupt the system. Recall that in the two-phase commit protocol only one voter must be compromised
to corrupt a system. In [88], a vote assignment algorithm is introduced toward maximizing the reliability. In this approach, the voting weight assigned to each node is readily determined if the link failure rate is negligible. Majority voting is commonly used in distributed computing systems to control mutual exclusion, and in fault-tolerant computing to achieve reliability.

2.7 Conclusions

Ensuring mutual exclusion among the processes is an important aspect. The existing algorithms follow either a permission-based or a token-based approach. Studies on a number of solutions in both the approaches reveal that the permission-based algorithms tend to increase the network traffic significantly. The token-based approaches perform better from this perspective and offer solutions at a lower communication cost.
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